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Film critics have savaged a new movie of the
late British Princess Diana’s relationship with a
Pakistani doctor as an intrusive and embar-

rassingly cheap soap opera. British-born Australian
actress Naomi Watts plays the jilted princess
trapped in a gilded cage. English actor Naveen
Andrews is heart surgeon Hasnat Khan, who gives
her the love she craves in “Diana”, which held its
world premiere in London on Thursday.

The British tabloids - who followed every twist
and turn from Diana’s 1981 marriage to Prince
Charles, to their divorce and her death in a 1997
Paris car crash - were scathing about the film from
German director Oliver Hirschbiegel. “The Queen of
Hearts has been recast as a sad-sack singleton that
even Bridget Jones would cross the street to avoid,”
wrote the Mirror’s David Edwards in a one-star
review dubbing the film a “cheap and cheerless
effort”.

The movie is based on “Diana: Her Last Love”, a
book by author Kate Snell published in 2000, which
argues that the estranged wife of the heir to the
British throne had a clandestine affair with Khan in
the last two years of her life. “Diana” focuses on the
vignettes of their assignations in hospitals, cars, his
flat and Kensington Palace, interspersed with the
public Diana campaigning against landmines and
giving her infamous 1995 interview about her rela-
tionship with Charles in which she said there were
“three of us in this marriage”.

The Diana character tells Khan on their first
“date” that she loves television soap operas and
some of the movie scenes, including their final
break-up in a London park in the middle of night
could be straight out of one. The dialogue, which
includes Persian poetry and lines such as “Now that
I have been loved, I don’t feel lonely anymore”, has
been met with a spate of one-star reviews. “Even
when these lines are delivered by the fragrant
Naomi Watts, doing her level best with a squirm-
ingly embarrassing script, this film is still atrocious
and intrusive,” wrote Kate Muir in the Times news-
paper. 

The world’s press continue to rake over Diana’s
life 16 years after she died, with British tabloids this
week screaming about a conspiracy theory involv-
ing the special forces and a royal cousin calling
Diana “spiteful” in Vanity Fair. The real-life Hasnat
Khan vowed in August he would never watch the
film, saying it is all based on hypotheses and gos-
sip. Watts told Reuters from a thinly attended red
carpet that she was concerned about what Diana’s
sons, Princes William and Harry, might think of the
film if they were to see it.—Reuters

A combination of pictures shows British-Australian actress Naomi Watts (who plays Diana,
Princess of Wales) attending the world premiere of Diana in central London on September 5,
2013 and a file picture of Diana, Princess of Wales arriving at the equitable building on a trip
to New York in February 1, 1989. — AFP 

Lebanese singer Nancy Ajram poses for a picture with director Walid Nasef and Canadian-Syrian Saif Shawaf, who won people’s vote for his idea of a video clip, during the video recording of
her latest song in Beirut on September 5, 2013. — AFP photos

The protagonists of one of Mexico’s newest soap operas go
through love, betrayal and family problems, a typical story
line for the popular genre, except they do it in an ancient

language. “Baktun” (bak-TOON) is the first telenovela entirely in
the Mayan language to air in Mexico in an effort to save the lan-
guage from extinction. “There are a lot of Mayan speakers who
won’t speak the language,” said Hilario Chi Canul, the male lead
and script writer. “The language is not lost. We who speak it are
the ones who are lost.”

Director and producer Bruno Carcamo said the soap opera,
which is shown with Spanish subtitles, gives Mayan-speaking
Mexicans a show in which they can see and hear themselves. He
hopes it will encourage people in Mayan communities to speak
in their mother tongue. The series follows the life of a young man

who left his village in the Yucatan Peninsula to work as a cook in
New York, where he became estranged from his family and
began to forget how to speak Mayan. Upon his return, he learns
the importance of his language and culture while fighting his
brother for his childhood love. “Baktun” and its cast of non-pro-
fessionals actors went on the air in August on the state govern-
ment channel in Quintana Roo, which is home to the resort city
of Cancun and where the show was taped. The Mayas measure
time in Baktuns. One Baktun is 394 years. Carcamo said he used
real homes in Mayan-speaking towns during production to show
the lives of modern-day Mayas. He also mixed real Mayan cere-
monies along with the acted story line.

“We can’t go into a ritual and not take part of the ritual,” Chi
Canul said. “It would be an offense to the community.” Carcamo

said the telenovela has been well received and people are
already asking if there will be an encore. “We have something to
show the world, too, and this is the first time I see something like
that,” said David Vzul, a Maya who lives in Chetumal and has
been watching the soap opera religiously with his family. The
Yucatec Maya language is spoken by 800,000 Mexicans whose
ancestors ruled an empire from about AD 250 until the Spanish
conquest of the 1520s.—AP


